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Abstract
Background: While there is a general agreement that picture-plane inversion is more detrimental
to face processing than to other seemingly complex visual objects, the origin of this effect is still
largely debatable. Here, we address the question of whether face inversion reflects a quantitative
or a qualitative change in processing mode by investigating the pattern of event-related potential
(ERP) response changes with picture plane rotation of face and house pictures. Thorough analyses
of topographical (Scalp Current Density maps, SCD) and dipole source m o d e l i n g  w e r e  a l s o
conducted.
Results: We find that whilst stimulus orientation affected in a similar fashion participants' response
latencies to make face and house decisions, only the ERPs in the N170 latency range were
modulated by picture plane rotation of faces. The pattern of N170 amplitude and latency
enhancement to misrotated faces displayed a curvilinear shape with an almost linear increase for
rotations from 0° to 90° and a dip at 112.5° up to 180° rotations. A similar discontinuity function
was also described for SCD occipito-temporal and temporal current foci with no topographic
distribution changes, suggesting that upright and misrotated faces activated similar brain sources.
This was confirmed by dipole source analyses showing the involvement of bilateral sources in the
fusiform and middle occipital gyri, the activity of which was differentially affected by face rotation.
Conclusion: Our N170 findings provide support for both the quantitative and qualitative accounts
for face rotation effects. Although the qualitative explanation predicted the curvilinear shape of
N170 modulations by face misrotations, topographical and source modeling findings suggest that
the same brain regions, and thus the same mechanisms, are probably at work when processing
upright and rotated faces. Taken collectively, our results indicate that the same processing
mechanisms may be involved across the whole range of face orientations, but would operate in a
non-linear fashion. Finally, the response tuning of the N170 to rotated faces extends previous
reports and further demonstrates that face inversion affects perceptual analyses of faces, which is
reflected within the time range of the N170 component.
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Background
It has long been claimed that the effect of inverting faces
from their canonical upright orientation constitutes a
diagnostic marker for the processing differences between
faces and other seemingly complex and monoriented
objects [1]. In his seminal paper, Yin [2] showed that
while most objects (houses, airplanes, dogs, etc.) are
somewhat harder to recognize upside down than right-
side up, face recognition is more drastically reduced by
stimulus inversion. The disproportionate inversion effect
for faces, termed as face-inversion effect (FIE), has not only
been replicated by numerous behavioral studies [3,4] but
has also been linked to spatiotemporal brain mechanisms
as revealed by electrophysiological and brain imaging
studies (e.g. [5,6]). Nevertheless the putative mechanisms
underlying FIE are still a matter of considerable ongoing
controversy.
More specifically, two prevailing but diverging hypotheses
(i.e., qualitative vs. quantitative) have been proposed to
account for performance decrement due to face inversion.
The qualitative or dual-process view posits that qualita-
tively distinct processing modes are used to process
upright and inverted faces; a more configural- and holis-
tic-based processing mode being the default system for
processing upright faces and a part-based processing
mode which is at work when faces are inverted [3,4,7-14].
Under this view, perceptual encoding and memory repre-
sentation of upright faces rely in some special way on con-
figural (i.e., spatial relations among facial features) and/or
holistic information (i.e., in which faces are perceived as
an integrated and indecomposable whole), and in a lesser
extent on face parts (e.g., isolated features such as eyes,
nose, mouth). Numerous behavioral studies have consist-
ently demonstrated that turning faces upside-down dra-
matically disrupts the processing of configural
information while leaving intact local feature processing
[9,11]. On the contrary, the quantitative hypothesis sug-
gests that FIE does not cause a shift from one type of
processing to another but would rather reflect a quantita-
tive difference in processing facial information, being
either configural [1], featural [15-18] or both [19]. For
example, Sekuler et al. [18] found that the same discrimi-
native regions, namely the eyes and the eyebrows, are
used to process upright and inverted faces. Under the
quantitative view, upright and inverted faces are processed
in a similar fashion albeit less effectively in the upside-
down orientation [1].
One method for considering the question of whether face
inversion causes a qualitative or a quantitative change in
processing mode has been to investigate the curve of per-
formance decay as faces were gradually rotated from
upright to upside-down orientation. Some findings do go
some way in favor of the qualitative view, by showing a
steeper decay of configural processing by approximately
90° to 120° rotations [20-25]. Studies isolating config-
ural face processing from part-based contributions have
shown that while rotation had a linear effect [22] or no
effect at all on featural processing [24], configural process-
ing was found to falloff in a curvilinear fashion. For exam-
ple, in Stürzel and Spillman's study [25], the method of
limits was used to determine at which angle of rotation
Thatcherized faces lost their grotesque appearance. It was
found that the shift in perception from grotesque to non-
grotesque occurred somewhere between 97° (i.e., normal
to grotesque) and 118° rotations (i.e., grotesque to nor-
mal). Similarly, in one series of experiments, Murray et al.
[22] found a steeper reduction in perceived bizarreness of
thatcherized faces after 90°. This was true for only the
thatcherized faces (i.e. spatial-relational distortion), while
bizarreness ratings of component distorted faces (i.e.
whitened eyes and blackened teeth) increased almost lin-
early with orientation. In addition, findings from a
sequential matching task [24] indicated that while featu-
ral changes were detected accurately at all rotations, the
number of errors when detecting configural changes dif-
fered depending on the angle of rotation, with a peak in
errors at intermediate angles of rotation (90°–120°).
More recent studies reported a similar range of orientation
tuning of configural processing by using either pairs of
overlapping transparent faces in upright and misoriented
views [26], Mooney faces [21] or aligned and misaligned
composite faces [23]. However, other studies do support
a quantitative effect of inversion by demonstrating a lin-
ear relationship between subjects' performance and rota-
tion [27-30], consistent with the idea that rotation taps on
a single and common process. Valentine and Bruce [30]
have proposed that mental rotation could be responsible
for the systematic detrimental effect of orientation on face
processing, as it is the case for several other objects [31].
According to these authors, misoriented faces need to be
first prealigned to upright (e.g., via mental rotation)
before entry to the face identification system.
In brain-imaging studies using the functional magnetic
resonance imaging technique (fMRI), researchers have
mainly investigated the activity modulation of the face
cortical network induced by face inversion [32]. This
included a circumscribed region in the lateral fusiform
gyrus known as Fusiform Face area (or FFA, cf. [33]), the
superior temporal sulcus (STS, [32]), and the occipital
face area (OFA, [34,35]). Reduced levels of activity in the
FFA [6,36-38], STS [6,37,39] and OFA [36] have recently
been reported for inverted as compared to upright faces
[but see 40–43]. More specifically, it was found that
among the three face-responsive regions, only the FFA
activity modulation by face inversion exhibited a positive
correlation with the behavioral FIE [38]. Decreased activ-
ity in face-selective regions has been interpreted in termsBMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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of failure to engage dedicated mechanisms to process
inverted faces, namely holistic and configural processing.
Additional activations in regions known to be involved in
processing non-face objects (e.g., the lateral occipital com-
plex, LOC) have also been reported in response to upside-
down images of faces [40,41,44], a finding that is consist-
ent with the dual-processing/qualitative hypothesis. It has
been proposed that the recruitment of additional
resources from the object processing system when faces
are inverted may reflect a switch in processing strategy,
such as a change from a holistic to a part-based processing
mode [41,45].
Electrophysiological studies in humans have shown that
face inversion affects the latency and/or the amplitude of
scalp recorded event-related potentials (ERPs) sensitive to
face perception [5,46-55]. However, two debates still pre-
vail about these ERP components. The first debate strives
to determine which ERP component is the electrophysio-
logical correlate of face processing and is thus specifically
affected by face inversion. Early studies have identified a
positive component peaking around 160 to 180 ms over
central scalp sites (Vertex Positive Potential, VPP) that was
larger in response to faces than to other visual objects and
peaked about 10 ms later to upside-down compared to
upright faces [53,56]. More recent studies revealed the
existence of an occipito-temporal negative potential
around 170 ms (N170) that has been linked to the early
stages of face encoding. Similar to the VPP, several scalp
ERP studies [49,55] have reported a peak latency delay of
the N170 to inverted faces, which was often accompanied
by an amplitude enhancement [5,47,51,54]. However,
some authors showed that face inversion has an earlier
onset (around 100 ms) affecting a posterior positive ERP
component known as P1 [50,51,57] and its magnetic cor-
relate, M1 [57]. These latter results thus suggest that P1 is
probably the earliest ERP component that best reflects
configural encoding of faces. However, a recent review of
the electrophysiological literature provides strong argu-
ments in favor of the specificity of the N170 FIE [58].
More importantly, a recent study has clearly demonstrated
that N170 FIE is functionally tied to the behavioral FIE
[59], by showing that the effect of face rotation on N170
correlated significantly with the behavioral rotation
effects. No such relationship was found between rotation
effects on P1 and behavioral measures.
Furthermore, the second debate concerns the functional
significance of face inversion effect on the N170. N170
FIE has been interpreted in different ways. For some
authors, amplitude and/or latency enhancement of the
N170 reflects the difficulty in processing configural and
holistic information when inverting faces [5], and also
when scrambling facial features [60], removing or mask-
ing a face feature [61], and diminishing the visibility of
faces by adding visual noise [62,63]. Another possible
interpretation is that the N170 amplitude increase for
inverted faces might be a result of the recruitment of addi-
tional processing resources in object perceptual systems
[64], a hypothesis that is supported by some fMRI evi-
dence [40,41]. Finally, considering that isolated features,
eyes in particular, evoke a larger N170 than a whole face,
Bentin et al. [55] and Itier et al. [65] proposed that the
increase in N170 amplitude to inverted faces might be due
to the processing of the eye region, which would rather
support the qualitative account.
In the present study, we recorded ERPs while participants
viewed face and house images parametrically rotated away
from upright orientation in order to determine whether
the N170 FIE reflects a quantitative and/or a qualitative
change in face processing mode. This experimental design
extends the parametric approach used in previous behav-
ioral studies [21,22,28] and represents a step further in
documenting the electrical brain responses that reflect the
processing mechanisms that are allegedly occurring. This
design also overcomes the limitations of previous ERP
investigations often restricted to upright and inverted ori-
entations by using intermediate levels of rotation [59,62].
Jacques and Rossion [59] also used a similar stimulus
manipulation as in our study. Nonetheless, their study's
goal was to relate P1 and N170 measures with partici-
pants' behavioral performances in a face-matching task,
while the main purpose of the present study was to char-
acterize the pattern of ERP responses to different orienta-
tions, and compare these results to those of house images.
Our guiding hypotheses were the following: if FIE reflects
a qualitative shift in processing mode (i.e., qualitative
hypothesis), then changes in amplitude and latency of face-
sensitive ERP components would exhibit a discontinuity
function as faces were rotated away from upright orienta-
tion. On the contrary, if FIE results from a general diffi-
culty processing configural and/or featural facial
information (quantitative hypothesis) one would expect a
rather linear increase in the amplitude and latency of these
components with face rotation.
However, one cannot unequivocally disentangle the
quantitative/qualitative accounts based only on the lin-
ear/nonlinear pattern of ERP changes with face rotation.
Indeed, a nonlinear effect of rotation may simply suggest
that the involved process(es) operate non-linearly rather
than reflecting differences in processing mode. Therefore,
to put tighter constraints on the qualitative/quantitative
hypotheses listed above, we performed topographical and
dipole source analyses, which will provide some insights
about the neuro-anatomical loci of face rotation effects on
scalp ERPs. Accordingly, if a discontinuity in face rotation
functions reflects a qualitative difference in processing
mode, one can expect to find topographical ERP changesBMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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of the ERP components sensitive to face rotation effects,
reflecting the involvement of different neural sources
between the two face orientations. Alternatively, the
quantitative hypothesis would predict a complete spatial
overlap of the neural sources involved in processing
upright and inverted faces, the activity of which is
expected to show an incremental increase as face orienta-
tion departs from upright position.
Results
Behavioral Results
Participants' accuracy in categorizing misrotated face and
house images (see Figure 1A for stimuli illustration) was
nearly perfect, averaging at 94.1% (SD = 1.4) and 94.5%
(SD  = 1.4) correct decisions respectively for face and
house images. Image rotation did not affect participants'
accuracy rates for both face and house images (p > .6).
Mean reaction times (RTs) for correct responses to face
and house images are shown in Figure 1B at each of the
eight rotations. Overall, participants responded 20 ms
faster to face than to house images (F(1, 14) = 10.03, p <
.007). The main effect of rotation was significant (F(7, 98)
= 3.03, p < .02, ε = .64), but the interaction between stim-
ulus category and rotation did not reach significance (p >
.06), indicating that the speed of both face and object
decisions were similarly affected by image rotation. To
better qualify the shape of RT curve displayed in Figure 1B,
we examined the results of ANOVAs' polynomial con-
trasts. There was no evidence of a linear increase in RT as
a function of angle of rotation (p > .1). Instead, the curvi-
linear shape of RT curve included two to three inflection
points indicating the presence of cubic (F(1, 14) = 5.85, p
< .03) and quartic (F(1, 14) = 9.24, p < .009) trends in RT
data.
Stimuli used, EEG layout and RT results Figure 1
Stimuli used, EEG layout and RT results. A. A sample of face and house images used in this study. Face and house images 
were presented at eight angles of rotation (clockwise and counter-clockwise) one at a time in a random order. B. RTs of cor-
rect face (full black line) and house decisions (dashed black line) were plotted as a function of stimulus orientation. Error bars 
show one standard error of mean (SEM). C. Electrode layout for EEG recording.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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ERP Results
The primary objectives of our study are: (1) identify the
time moment at which rotation of face images affects elec-
trical brain activity, (2) identify the pattern of electrical
activity changes as a function of image rotation, in which
case significant effects of rotation were supplemented
with trend analyses using polynomial contrasts (3) and
finally examine whether rotation effect would cause topo-
graphical distribution changes of the ERPs. To achieve
this, both scalp current density (SCD) mapping and
dipole source modeling were performed on scalp
recorded ERP data of interest.
Effect of parametric rotation on ERP components (P1, N170 and 
VPP)
The grand mean ERP waveforms for face and house
images presented at different angles of rotation are plotted
in Figure 2 at selected scalp sites. The ERP waveforms for
face and house images enclosed a positive-going deflec-
tion (P1) with a maximal peak amplitude at posterior
scalp locations (O1/O2 and PO7/PO8) followed by a neg-
ative deflection (N170) which was prominent over occip-
ito-temporal and infero-temporal scalp locations (P7/P8
and PO7/PO8). In the same latency range as the occipito-
temporal N170, a vertex positive peak (VPP) was recorded
over midline anterior scalp sites (Fz, FCz) for both stimu-
lus categories. As shown in Figure 2, N170 and VPP peaks
evoked by face images were strongly affected by image
rotation (see also Figures 3B and 3C). There was no evi-
dence for image rotation effect on P1 evoked by faces and
houses (see also Figure 3A). The scalp potential (SP) and
scalp current density (SCD) maps of the N170 evoked by
face and house images at each image orientation are dis-
played in Figures 4A and 4B.
P1
A 2 (stimulus category) × 8 (angles of rotation) × 2 (elec-
trodes) × 2 (laterality) statistical repeated-measures
ANOVA performed on P1 amplitude and latency revealed
a significant main effect of stimulus category, with faces
eliciting larger and later P1 peaks than houses (F(1,14) >
28.46, p < .00015). There were no significant effects of
rotation (F(7, 98) < 1.27, p > .2, ε = .51) and no significant
interactions involving rotation and any other factor (all p
> .2). As can be seen in Figure 3A, the amplitude and
latency of P1 remained stable as the orientation of face
and house images departed from upright position. The
absence of rotation effect on P1 amplitude and latency
measures also holds when contrasting upright and
inverted images of faces and houses only (all p > .4).
N170
A 2 (stimulus category) × 8 (angles of rotation) × 2 (elec-
trodes) × 2 (laterality) statistical repeated-measures
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of rotation
(amplitude: F(7, 98) = 2.86, p < .035, ε = .57; latency: F(7,
98) = 8.78, p < .00001, ε = .59) and a significant stimulus
category × rotation interaction (amplitude: F(7, 98) =
3.58, p < .017, ε = .48; latency: F(7, 98) = 8.49, p < .00001,
ε  = .63). As can be seen in Figure 3B, image rotation
increased the amplitude and latency of the N170 when
elicited by faces (all F > 4.6, p < .005) and not when elic-
ited by objects (all F < .51, p > .7). Similar to P1, there was
a stimulus category main effect indicating larger and later
N170 peaks for faces than for houses (F(1,14) > 11.45, p
< .0045).
To investigate the pattern of N170 amplitude and latency
increases as faces were rotated away from upright orienta-
Effect of picture plane rotation on early ERPs to face and  house images Figure 2
Effect of picture plane rotation on early ERPs to face 
and house images. Grand-average ERPs evoked by face 
(top panel) and house stimuli (bottom panel) overplotted for 
all eight angles of rotation. The depicted data are shown 
from lateral infero-temporal (PO7/PO8), occipito-temporal 
(P7/P8) scalp sites and from midline fronto-central site (FCz) 
with the peaks measured indicated.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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tion we conducted separate polynomial analyses. As illus-
trated in Figure 3B, the curve shape reflecting N170
amplitude enhancement with rotation angle is clearly cur-
vilinear rather than simply linear. It depicts a slight linear
increase from upright to 90° of angle of rotation (p <
.045), followed by a dip in the curve between 90° and
112.5° indicating a slight decrease in N170 amplitude (p
< .025). This amplitude decrease remained stable thereaf-
ter. Trend analyses revealed an effect of high order compo-
nents, a quadratic and sixth order trends (F(1,14) > 4.9, p
< .045) in addition to a significant linear trend (F(1, 14)
= 10.31, p < .006). The linear and high order (quadratic,
sixth order) trends accounted respectively for 40.7% and
44.5% of the total variance in the data. The curve shape
reflecting N170 latency enhancement as face orientation
departed from upright view depicted at least one point of
inflexion between 90° and 112.5° angles of rotation (cf.
Figure 3B), suggesting a curvilinear above a linear trend.
N170 latency to face images increased gradually from
upright orientation to 90°–112.5° of rotation (p < .027),
reached its maximum at 112.5° and then remained rela-
tively stable at 157° and 180°. Polynomial contrast anal-
yses confirmed the presence of a significant linear trend
(F(1, 14) = 66.1, p < .0001) in addition to quadratic (F(1,
14) = 61.28, p < .0001) and cubic (F(1, 14) = 13.82, p <
.002) trend effects. The linear trend accounted for 66.1%
of the total variance in the data while the quadratic and
cubic trends accounted for 30.1% of the data. The results
of trend analyses suggest the involvement of at least two
mechanisms during the processing of rotated faces.
VPP
A 2 (stimulus category) × 8 (angles of rotation) × 2 (elec-
trodes) statistical repeated-measures ANOVA was per-
formed on VPP amplitude and latency measures. The
main effect of rotation did not reach significance level for
Plots of P1, N170 and VPP measures for faces and houses as a function of rotation angles Figure 3
Plots of P1, N170 and VPP measures for faces and houses as a function of rotation angles. Amplitude (upper panel) 
and latency (lower panel) of P1 (A.), N170 (B.) and VPP (C.) peak responses to face (black circle) and house (grey square) 
images are plotted against stimulus orientation. A. For P1 plots, each datum point represents the average values of P1 meas-
urements recorded over left (O1/PO7) and right (O2/PO8) occipital and infero-temporal scalp sites. B. For N170 plots, each 
datum point represents the average values of N170 measurements recorded over left (P7/PO7) and right (P8/PO8) occipito-
temporal and infero-temporal scalp sites. C. For the VPP plots, each datum point represents the average values of VPP meas-
urements recorded over midline frontal (Fz) and fronto-central (Fcz) scalp sites. Data plotted are means (n = 15) and vertical 
ranges represent + 1 SEM.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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amplitude measures (F(7, 98) = 2.15, p = .082, ε = .61) but
was significant for latency measures (F(7, 98) = 5.22, p <
.001, ε = .55). Although the interaction between stimulus
category and rotation was not significant for both VPP
amplitude and latency measures (all F < 1.67, p > .1), post-
hoc tests showed that rotation produced main effects on
the amplitude and latency of VPP when elicited by face
images (all F > 2.68, p < .046) but not when elicited by
house images (all F < 1.52, p > .1).
As can be seen in Figure 3C, rotation effects on VPP elic-
ited by faces are smaller than those observed on the N170.
The curve shape reflecting VPP amplitude enhancement
with image rotation depicts a slight linear increase. This
was confirmed by trend analysis results that revealed a sig-
nificant linear trend only (F(1, 14) = 5.46, p < .035)
accounting for 51% of the total variance in the data. VPP
latency enhancement as a function of face rotation
depicted at least one point of inflexion between 90° and
112.5° angles of rotation (cf. Figure 3C), suggesting a cur-
vilinear above a linear trend. Polynomial contrast analy-
ses confirmed the presence of significant linear (F(1, 14)
= 58.29, p < .0001) and quadratic trends (F(1,14) = 18.77,
p < .001) that accounted respectively for 59.3% and
27.4% of the total variance in the data.
Effect of parametric rotation on N170 SCD measures
So far scalp potential (SP) results show that image rota-
tion affected the N170/VPP responses evoked by face
images only. In order to investigate whether this effect
induced topographical changes at the N170 latency range,
we computed scalp current density (SCD) maps from the
spherical spline interpolation of the surface voltage
recordings (according to Pernier et al. [66] as imple-
mented in the BESA program [67]). Presentation of the
data as SCD maps served to enhance the contribution on
Topographical SP and SCD maps of the N170 to face and house images at each angle of orientation Figure 4
Topographical SP and SCD maps of the N170 to face and house images at each angle of orientation. (A.) Scalp 
Potential (SP) and (B.) Scalp Current Density (SCD) maps, arranged as 3 dimensional images as viewed from the left posterior 
top, illustrate SP and SCD topographical distribution of the N170 at its peak maximum for face (first column) and house (sec-
ond column) images at each angle of orientation. Color grading of SCD maps shows areas with current sinks (negative) indi-
cated with the red arrows, and areas with current sources (positive) with the blue arrow.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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the scalp of shallow cortical generators compared to
deeper ones, which may provide some insights on the
number and location of underlying cortical sources. Fig-
ures 4A and 4B depict respectively SP and SCD distribu-
tions at the moment of the N170 peak across image
orientation for faces and houses.
The SCD maps for faces illustrate a bilateral current sink
distributed respectively over left and right occipito-tem-
poral (P7–P8) scalp sites with a concurrent but less pro-
nounced bilateral positive current source over temporal
(T7–T8) scalp sites. One-sample t-tests performed on the
peak amplitudes of these temporal sources revealed that
they differed significantly from zero at each face orienta-
tion condition (t(14) > 2.8, p < .014). In addition to this
bilateral source/sink pattern, there was a strong positive
focus (source) peaking slightly earlier over the midline
parietal electrode site (Pz). As can be seen in Figure 4B, the
fact that the distribution of the source/sink patterns iden-
tified in the SCD maps for faces showed little variations
across image orientations indicate that at least two distinct
brain regions contribute to the N170 evoked by faces.
However their activity differed as a function of face rota-
tions. Separate ANOVA analyses performed on the ampli-
tude and latency of these source/sink SCD foci yielded a
significant main effect of rotation on both peak amplitude
and latency of the bilateral occipito-temporal sinks (F(7,
98) > 6.81, p < .001). The effect of rotation was significant
for the latency of the concurrent temporal sources (F(7,
98) = 8.08, p < .0001, ε = .59) but was marginally signifi-
cant for its amplitude (F(7, 98) = 2.41, p = .057, ε = .59).
Only the latency of the parietal source was significantly
modulated by image rotation (F(7, 98) = 3.89, p < .008, ε
= .55). The curve shape reflecting amplitude and latency
changes of the occipito-temporal/temporal sink and
source complex with rotation was remarkably analogous
to the pattern described for the N170 SP peak. For ampli-
tude measures, a slight linear increase could be seen from
upright to 90° rotation, especially over the right hemi-
sphere (cf. Figures 5A &5B) followed by a dip in the curve
at 112.5° rotation. For latency measures, the curves
depicted at least one point of inflexion between 90° and
112.5° angles of rotation.
SCD maps for houses enclosed bilateral negative sinks
which distribution was slightly shifted upward (P5 and
P6) with respect to faces. There were however no concur-
rent temporal sources (t(14) < 1.34, p > .2) as identified
in the SCD maps for faces. Besides these bilateral sinks, a
positive current source can be seen over the midline pari-
etal electrode site (Pz). As illustrated in Figures 5A and 5C,
image rotation of houses had little effect on amplitude
and latency measures of current sink (all F < 2.36, p > .08)
and source activity (all F < 1.24, p > .2).
Dipolar source analyses
Dipole (BESA) analyses were performed on the grand
average ERPs elicited by face images at the eight angles of
rotation and were restricted to the time-epoch of the
N170. Source modeling was conducted in three stages. In
stage 1, an initial solution was obtained by fitting both the
location and the orientation of two symmetrical dipoles
(one per hemisphere), which after several iterations from
different start-up locations were found to be located in the
fusiform gyrus FG, BA 37. Although the dipoles' location
is consistent with neuroimaging data, its goodness-of-fit
was highly variable across image rotation conditions. We
thus added in the second stage two additional symmetri-
cal dipoles, and then fit their location and orientation
while constraining the location of the first dipole pair (FG
dipoles). This procedure was applied to each ERP average
obtained for each face orientation condition. The second
dipole pair was located in the middle occipital gyrus
MOG, BA 19, though its location in the x, y, and z axes
varied slightly with angles of rotation, more notably for
the 90° rotation (cf. Table 1 for dipoles' localization in
the x, y, z Talairach coordinates and Figure 6). These two
symmetrical dipoles explained on average more than
98.5% of the variance over the N170 time-epoch across all
face rotation conditions (see Table 1 for time-intervals for
the dipoles' fit and residual variance values). To examine
how well the final model obtained for the grand-average
ERPs fit individual data, the four-dipole model was
applied to each individual N170 by only optimizing the
orientation but not the location of the symmetrical FG
and MOG dipoles. Table 1 shows that our final dipole
solution was highly satisfactory for all subjects and for all
face rotation conditions (the residual variances on average
were below 6.24%).
Figure 6 illustrates the location of the two symmetrical
dipoles, the FG and MOG sources, obtained for each face
rotation condition. In Figure 6A, the FG and MOG sources
are displayed in the anatomical brain atlas space (the MNI
averaged brain) and in Figure 6B in a 4-shell spherical
head model (BESA) along with the dipoles' strength
(source waveforms) obtained for the grand averaged data.
The dipoles' strengths, especially those located over the
right hemisphere, show reliable effects of rotation. This
was statistically investigated by computing the mean
amplitude of each dipole waveforms within a 30-ms time
interval around the N170 peak in every single subject and
for each face rotation condition. The left and right FG and
MOG source activity strengths averaged over all subjects at
each face rotation are plotted in Figure 6C. As can be seen
in this figure, the effects of face rotation on dipoles'
moment paralleled those obtained for the N170 ampli-
tude measures, in that the dipoles' strength gradually
increased as faces departed from upright and reached their
maximum at 90° rotation. This was followed by a massiveBMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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drop in the sources' activity at 112.5° and remained rela-
tively stable thereafter. A main effect of rotation was
found for the right FG source and for the left and right
MOG sources (F(7, 98) > 4.47, p < .015). The pattern of
these dipoles' strength changes was accounted for by both
linear (p < .01) and high order trends (p < .04) suggesting
that the activity of right FG and bilateral MOG sources
reflected similar mechanisms that were affected similarly
by face rotation. Moreover, the absence of face rotation
effect on the left FG source activity (F(7, 98) = 1.99, p > .1,
ε = .45) would indicate that even though this source is
active during face perception, the mechanism that it
underlies is not sensitive to face rotation.
Discussion
The present results provide clear-cut evidence for the
N170 response tuning to face orientation. The N170 ERP
component evoked by faces was affected in a non-linear
fashion by face rotation. By contrast, P1 was affected nei-
ther by face inversion nor by face rotation. For house
images, both inversion and image rotation had no effect
on early-evoked potentials (P1 and N170). These findings
along with numerous other empirical data undoubtedly
make a strong claim for the sensitivity of the N170 to face-
specific perceptual processes (see also [59,62,63]). These
and other behavioral and electrophysiological results will
be discussed in the following with respect to competing
accounts of FIE.
Similar behavioral costs but different ERP effects of 
picture plane rotation of faces and houses
Our behavioral data revealed that picture plane rotation
similarly affected response times to face and house
images. The magnitude of image rotation effects on RT
data reported here was quite smaller than that reported in
previous studies using cognitively more challenging tasks
Plots of SCD measures for faces and houses as a function of rotation angles Figure 5
Plots of SCD measures for faces and houses as a function of rotation angles. Amplitude (upper panel) and latency 
(lower panel) of bilateral occipito-temporal current sinks (A.), bilateral temporal (B.) and midline parietal sources (C.) for face 
(black circle) and house (grey square) images are plotted against stimulus orientation. A. Occipito-temporal current sinks were 
measured over left and right occipito-temporal (P7/P8) scalp sites for face stimuli and over left and right parietal (P5/P6) scalp 
sites for houses. B. Temporal current sources were measured over left and right temporal scalp sites (T7/T8) for faces only. 
This current source activity pattern was absent in the SCD maps of houses. C. Parietal current sources were measured over 
midline parietal scalp site (Pz) for face and house stimuli. Data plotted are means (n = 15) and vertical ranges represent + 1 
SEM.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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[23,29-31,59]. Nonetheless, despite the simplicity of the
participants' task (ie., a face-house categorization task),
we found that increasingly, but moderately, longer
response times were required to categorize increasingly
misoriented images of faces and objects. Notably RT costs
for rotated faces and houses were both nonlinear, reveal-
ing a dip in RT increase at 112.5° rotations which is con-
sistent with previous reports [21-25,59,68-70].
Furthermore, contrary to RT data, only the early-evoked
potentials to faces, namely the N170, mirrored the behav-
ioral rotation effect. Neither P1 nor N170 elicited by
house images showed amplitude and/or latency differ-
ences as houses were rotated away from the upright view.
These findings thus indicate that rotation effect has a per-
ceptual locus for faces and probably a post perceptual
locus for objects. The perceptual locus account of FIE has
been clearly stated within the encoding bottleneck
hypothesis [11], according to which FIE and picture plane
rotation effects disrupt the perceptual analysis of faces
[7,11,13,22,71] rather than their memory representations
[1].
Notwithstanding this, it is still unclear why unlike faces
the encoding of houses was not taxed by picture plane
rotation. Following some theoretical frameworks
[9,45,72], one can speculate that since the perceptual
processing of objects relies in a great extent on part-based
processes, and that inversion is less detrimental for this
kind of process, there should not be any impact of inver-
sion on the perceptual analysis of objects. Another line of
reasoning posits that inversion effect arises as a by-prod-
uct of the default level of processing ("entry point") at
which a given visual object is recognized [31]. While most
objects are typically recognized at the basic level, recogni-
tion of other objects that benefited from extensive exper-
tise (i.e., faces, words and letters) is naturally achieved at
a more specific level of categorization [73]. It is now well-
established that inversion effect can be observed for non-
face objects for which participants were either experts [3]
or had become experts after extensive training [74]. Inver-
sion effect was also found to modulate the N170 to novel
visual objects (i.e. Greebles) following expertise training
Table 1: FG and MOG dipole sources of N170 responses to face images at each angle of image rotation.
Grand-average ERP Individual ERP (n = 15)
Orientations FG Dipole MOG Dipole Time interval %RV Time interval %RV (1 SEM)
xy zxz Y
Upright Ta ± 39 -58 -7 ± 28 -78 17 161–191 ms 1.47 155–185 ms 7.86 (1.5)
MNI ± 40 -59 -12 ± 28 -81 14
22.5° Tal _ _ _ ± 26 -78 15 164–194 ms 1.386 161–191 ms 6.95 (1.39)
MNI ± 26 -81 12
45° Tal _ _ _ ± 28 -77 7 166–196 ms 1.448 166–196 ms 6.02 (1.46)
MNI ± 28 -80 3
67.5° Tal _ _ _ ± 33 -78 8 169–199 ms 0.971 169–198 ms 6.8 (1.98)
MNI ± 33 -81 4
90° Tal _ _ _ ± 38 -76 2 169–199 ms 1.139 172–202 ms 5.31 (1.03)
MNI ± 38 -78 -2
112.5° Tal _ _ _ ± 28 -76 9 172–202 ms 0.941 172–202 ms 6.06 (1.67)
MNI ± 28 -79 6
157.5° Tal _ _ _ ± 31 -78 9 172–202 ms 1.072 170–200 ms 5.02 (0.92)
MNI ± 31 -81 6
Down Tal _ _ _ ± 29 -78 10 172–202 ms 1.034 169–199 ms 5.92 (1.18)
MNI ± 29 -81 7
Localization in the x, y, z Talairach (Tal) and MNI coordinates (mm) of left and right dipoles, i.e., Dipole 1 located in the fusiform gyrus (FG) and 
Dipole 2 in the middle occipital gyrus (MOG), the time-interval for the dipole fit and the resulting residual variance (% RV) for the grand-averaged 
and for the individual ERP data are displayed for each face rotation condition. For the individual ERP data, we report the average time-intervals used 
for the dipole fit and the statistical mean of residual variance (+ 1 SEM) obtained for each face rotation condition. Note that Dipole 1's location 
remained stable as we restrained its location across rotation conditions, while relaxing that of Dipole 2.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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[75] and to letter strings that are learned like faces over a
lifetime of experience [76].
Strong evidence for N170 sensitivity to perceptual 
mechanisms taking place during face perception
A compelling conclusion that is suggested by our findings
is that the N170 (and its vertex polarity reversal, VPP) is
the only ERP component sensitive to face inversion and
thus should be intimately related to the perceptual mech-
anisms devoted to face processing [46]. Contrary to some
previous studies showing FIE on P1/M1 [50,51,57], vary-
ing the angles of rotation of faces in our study substan-
tially affected both the amplitude and latency of the N170
component but not P1. Moreover, although we found
larger and more delayed P1 to faces than to houses, one
ought to be cautious when directly comparing ERP
responses to face and natural object stimuli that differ
unavoidably in terms of their physical features [77]. Given
that the face and house pictures used in our study and in
many other studies were not equated in terms of fre-
Dipole source analyses of the N170 to faces performed at each angle of orientation Figure 6
Dipole source analyses of the N170 to faces performed at each angle of orientation. A. Location of the two sym-
metrical dipoles (FG and MOG) and the computed MSPS result from the grand averaged ERP data for each face rotation are 
shown in an anatomical brain atlas space (the MNI averaged brain) on axial and coronal planes. The red color indicates the 
activity picked up by the MSPS. The activity is located near the FG and MOG dipoles, which suggests that the source model is 
adequate. B. Location of the two symmetrical FG and MOG sources from the grand averaged ERP data for each face rotation 
are displayed in a 4-shell spherical head model (BESA), with rear and lateral views, and their corresponding activity strength, 
expressed in units of nano-ampere-meters (nAm). C. The absolute values of the mean amplitude of the left and right FG and 
MOG source activity strengths are plotted against stimulus orientation. Data plotted are means (n = 15) and vertical ranges 
represent + 1 SEM.BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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quency content, spectral energy, luminosity, etc., it is
rather difficult to compare between categories without the
risk of being misled by effects of low level visual proper-
ties. This methodological caveat, on the whole, does not
undermine our main ERP findings showing differential
rotation effects for faces and houses, and more impor-
tantly differential rotation effects on P1 and N170 to
faces.
The functional dissociation between M/P1 and M/N170
in terms of low- and high-level visual processing of faces
has been demonstrated by some previous studies. Jemel et
al. [62] found that the N170 gradually emerged as the
noise level diminished in face pictures while no such
noise-induced modulations were observed at the level of
P1. In Tanskanen & al.'s [63] study, MEG activity was
recorded to faces masked by different spatial frequency
noise (NSF) contents. The M1 response profile was driven
by low level visual properties of the NSF presented either
alone or to mask face images. Conversely, the M170
response was tied solely to the degree of visibility of faces.
Finally, Jaques and Rossion [59] found that although P1
amplitude and latency measures were affected by face
rotation, only the pattern of N170 modulation mirrored
the pattern of the behavioral picture plane costs. In keep-
ing with these findings, the present results show, if any-
thing, the strong sensitivity of the N170 response to
stimulus manipulations that exert tight constraints on the
default mechanisms to process faces. It is worth noting
however that, contrary to Jacques and Rossion findings,
P1 component in our study was strikingly silent to picture
plane rotation. There are different experimental factors
that may have caused rotation effects on P1 in their study.
In their experiment subjects had to indicate whether two
sequentially presented faces portrayed the same individ-
ual or not, a task that may have placed higher demands on
the attentional system across face rotations than the one
we used here. Our more simpler face-house categorization
task did not impose extra-cognitive demands, which
explains the absence of rotation effects on P1 that is
known to be highly sensitive to attentional factors. None-
theless, despite this and other methodological differences,
and although their report did not make any inferences
regarding the functional significance of face rotation
effects on ERPs, it generally supports our N170 findings
and overarching proposal.
Nonlinearity in N170 pattern changes with face rotations
The primary goal of our study was to gather some insights
on whether N170 FIE reflects qualitative or quantitative
processing differences as face orientation departs from the
upright view. Our data show that the pattern of N170
response profile is consistent with the qualitative predic-
tions, as the increase of both the amplitude and latency of
the N170 component, and its concomitant positive coun-
terpart, the VPP, showed a discontinuity somewhere
between 90° and 112.5° rotations. N170 latency
increased almost linearly for rotations further than 0° up
to or slightly beyond the horizontal (90°); but then
decreased slightly for further rotations up to 180°. For
N170 amplitude measures, the curve qualifying the grad-
ual increase of the N170 amplitude also exhibited a curvi-
linear falloff, with a dip at some point over the range of
picture plane rotation (i.e., 112.5°). A similar pattern was
observed for the amplitude and latency of the VPP com-
ponent evoked by faces. This is partly consistent with an
early study showing similar face rotation effects on the
latency of the VPP component [52] and on the N170 as
described in a more recent study [59]. Furthermore, it is
worth noting that this pattern of orientation tuning of the
N170 is not specific to faces. Comparable orientation
effects on early ERP responses (i.e, N1) have recently been
reported for alphanumeric characters [76], which like
faces are commonly seen at a canonical upright view and
for which perceptual expertise has been acquired through
a lifetime experience.
The pattern of N170 orientation-sensitivity is also consist-
ent with a set of data from cell-recording studies in
macaques' superior temporal sulcus [78,79]. It is striking
how closely the curvilinear effect of rotation on the ERP
responses to faces reported so far resembles the curvilinear
(roughly bell-shaped) pattern in orientation tuning of
face-specific cells. Among the cells tested, Ashbridge et al.
[78] found that 73% were selectively responsive to a spe-
cific orientation in the picture plane, particularly the
upright view (68%). The gradual decrease in cells' firing
rate as the image deviated from the upright view displayed
a curvilinear pattern; at 45° or 90° away from a cell's pre-
ferred orientation firing was reduced by half and reached
baseline at 135°. The orientation range through which
occurred the dip in the function relating N170 responses
and orientation is also in agreement with previous behav-
ioral studies supporting the qualitative shift in face
processing between 90° and 120° [21-25].
Qualitative but also quantitative effects of face rotation: 
Insights from N170 topographical and source analyses
Trend analyses, topographical and source localization
results however cast some doubt on whether our N170
findings strictly fit the qualitative account. Given that we
also found significant linear trends accounting for the pat-
tern of N170 amplitude and latency increase, this raises
the possibility that quantitative changes might have also
occurred [28]. An alternative model for our findings is
that configural processing of faces occurs up to 90°–
112.5° rotations, but that this processing becomes more
difficult with increasing rotation angle, as reflected by the
linear trends in the pre-discontinuity portion of the curve.
Subsequently, at rotations greater than 112.5°, there areBMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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two possible explanations for the concurrent fall-off of the
N170 results. One interpretation is that there is a qualita-
tive shift in processing at this point, from configural to
featural, as suggested by the qualitative account. An alter-
native interpretation is that configural processing persists
for all rotations, and faces closer to being fully-inverted
are merely easier to process than at 90°–112.5° rotations.
According to this explanation, faces at 90° rotation
present the greatest challenge to the configural processing
system, rather than fully-inverted faces which have been
assumed to be the most difficult to perceive in the past. In
fact, it is likely that the configuration of a face at 90° rota-
tion is even more severely disturbed than at 180°; i.e., the
features in inverted faces are still one above the other but
in the reverse order, whereas in 90° the features are one
next to each other. Alternatively, it is also possible that
configural and featural processes may be involved across
the whole range of face orientations, but would operate in
a non-linear fashion. Indeed, previous studies have pro-
vided evidence that configural/holistic information is not
completely lost when faces are inverted, and that featural
information is also used to process upright faces. These
findings suggest that the discontinuity in the function of
behavioral and ERP responses to misrotated faces does
not necessarily imply that it is indicative of a qualitative
change but rather non-linear variations in the efficiency of
processing mode.
Topographical analyses conducted on scalp current den-
sity measures also suggest that the qualitative hypothesis
cannot fully account for all reported results. More specifi-
cally, although SCD measures showed similar trends of
misrotation effects to those observed for SP N170s, the
distribution of current foci did not vary across rotations, a
result that would likely indicate a spatial overlap between
the brain sources activated for upright and misrotated
faces. This contradicts the kind of neurofunctional predic-
tions that could be inferred from the qualitative view. If a
discontinuity in face rotation functions is likely to signal
a shift from a configural to a piecemeal processing mode,
one can expect the involvement of distinct brain regions
as face orientation reached the critical 90°–112.5° rota-
tion range. Although some fMRI findings are consistent
with these predictions [40,41,44], no additional regions
were found active during perception of inverted faces in
other studies [6,36-39]. Instead, it was demonstrated that
upright and inverted faces recruit similar overlapping
brain networks albeit with a reduced activity for inverted
faces. Some authors concluded that activity modulation of
face selective regions (i.e. FFA) due to face inversion ulti-
mately reflects the orientation tuning of these regions to
upright views of faces rather than a qualitative difference
in processing mechanism [6]. In a similar vein, a recent
study showed that face-selective regions, the middle FG
and inferior occipital gyrus, engage in both part-based and
holistic processing [80] at a similar extent for upright and
inverted faces [38] with some form of right hemisphere
advantage for configural/holistic processing and left hem-
isphere advantage for part-based processing (cf. [38,81]).
In our study, we also performed dipolar source modeling
to tentatively address the question whether the non-linear
modulation of the N170 by face rotation resulted from
the activation of distinct neural sources as face orientation
departed from the upright view or from the involvement
of the same configuration of generators. Bearing in mind
that intra-cortical source localization inferred from scalp
recorded electrical brain activity does not entail a single
mathematical solution, our model remains clearly specu-
lative; it is an attempt to describe the brain regions that
could be activated during the N170 time-range across face
orientations. Nonetheless, we have good reasons to
believe that the dipole solutions we found were highly
consistent across participants' data. We found that scalp
recorded N170 was better explained by two bilateral
dipole pairs located in the FG and MOG in each partici-
pant. The location of the MOG sources varied slightly with
the different face rotation conditions with maximum var-
iations at 90° rotations within the same area. It is worth
noting however that although parts of the FG have been
reliably shown to be active during face perception in fMRI
studies, there is little evidence that the MOG could be
involved. Furthermore, a recent study by Chen and collab-
orators [36] reported activations of the MOG to faces
along other face-selective brain regions. Interestingly, the
MOG was sensitive to face inversion and particularly to
face image symmetry, which suggests that this region
could be implicated in the coding of some kind of config-
ural information. Keeping in mind these sets of findings,
we found that the activity of the right FG and bilateral
MOG sources was non-linearly modulated by face rota-
tion, with a clear peak of the dipoles' strength at 90°.
However the small modulations of the left FG dipole's
activity as a function of orientation did not reach signifi-
cance level. These results suggest that left and right FG and
MOG sources displayed differential activity in response to
a wide range of rotated faces, though being all involved in
processing upright but also misrotated faces. Further stud-
ies are needed to determine which face properties (i.e.,
configural/holistic and featural) these brain sources are
sensitive to.
Conclusion
In conclusion, our study adds to a growing body of evi-
dence suggesting that the paradigmatic face inversion
effect results from a qualitative shift in processing upright
and inverted faces [22]. Although the qualitative explana-
tion predicted the curvilinear shape of N170 modulations
by face misrotations, we presented some evidence that
other alternative explanations are also viable. Our topo-BMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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graphical and source modeling findings indicate rather a
spatial overlap between the brain sources activated for
upright and misrotated faces, probably underlying similar
mechanisms to process upright and inverted faces.
Because our face-house categorization task does not spe-
cifically address which type of processing mechanism is
taxed by face rotation, further experiments should test this
issue by more closely linking the pattern of N170
response changes as a function of face rotation with per-
formance on behavioral tasks isolating configural and
featural processing. Lastly, the present results firmly estab-
lish the orientation tuning of the face-sensitive N170 to
faces and strongly support the idea that the best electro-
physiological candidate underlying face processing mech-




Seventeen right-handed, neurologically and psychiatri-
cally healthy volunteers (7 males and 10 females),
recruited by advertisement at McGill University and Uni-
versité de Montreal took part in this study. All subjects
were paid for their participation and written informed
consent was obtained from all subjects. The experimental
protocol was accepted by the Ethics Committee Board of
Riviere-des-Prairies Hospital. Due to technical artifacts,
the EEG-data of two participants were excluded from data
analyses. The age of the remainder fifteen subjects (nine
were female) ranged from 19 to 34 years (mean: 24.95
years). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
Materials
The experimental stimuli were constructed using gray
scale images of sixty faces and sixty houses. Face stimuli
were created using IQ Biometrix's FACES LE™ software,
version 3.0 http://www.facesid.com/. FACES LE™ is a
database of more than 3,800 facial features that can be
combined to create images of both genders belonging to
any race. Selected features were automatically blended
together to produce a high-quality, photo-like composite
images of 30 Caucasian female and 30 Caucasian male
faces. The face images were then processed with Adobe
Photoshop so as to have the same size and to be placed
uniformly within the frame so that the fixation point fell
on the bridge of the nose. House images were collected
from various web catalogues, and edited so as to have the
same size. All stimuli were on a gray background.
Procedure
Each participant sat in a stationary comfortable seat in a
light- and sound-attenuated testing room facing a 17-inch
computer monitor 1 meter away, so that the face and
house images covered 7.1 degrees of visual angle. All stim-
uli were presented centrally on a gray screen for 150 ms
with an 1000 ms inter-stimulus interval. Each face and
house image was shown randomly in eight orientations,
from the upright (0 degrees) to the upside-down (180
degrees) orientation with six intermediate angles of rota-
tion: 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90, 112.5, and 157.5 degrees (cf.
[28]). Half of the face and house images were rotated
clockwise, and half counterclockwise (Figures 1A). The
960-stimulus presentation sequence was broken into 4
blocks of 240 images each, and randomized with respect
to stimulus category and angle of rotation. Participants
were asked to indicate as quickly and accurately as possi-
ble by pressing one of two response buttons with the
index of the right or left hand whether the presented
image was a face or a house regardless of its orientation.
Response hands were counterbalanced across partici-
pants. The face house categorization task used in the
present study, despite being less cognitively demanding
than a face-matching task, is expected to elicit a picture-
plane inversion effect both behaviorally and electrophys-
iologically. Indeed, the majority of previous ERP studies
showing a FIE on the N170 component used even simpler
tasks, e.g. a detection task of a specific object category
[47,48,55] or an orientation judgment task (upright vs.
inverted) [5,49,51,54,64,65]. The experiment was pro-
grammed and run on a Pentium III/200 computer using
E-Prime version 1.1 Psychology Software Tools.
EEG Recording and ERP analyses
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded with elec-
trically shielded Ag/AgCl electrodes from 58 scalp loca-
tions of the enhanced 10–20 system (cf. Figure 1C)
embedded in an elastic Easy cap [82]. Two bipolar elec-
trodes placed above and below the dominant eye (vertical
EOG) and at the outer canthus of each eye (horizontal
EOG) were used to monitor eye movements. Electrode
impedances were kept below 5 KOhm. Electrode AFz was
used as ground and a left earlobe electrode as a reference
for all scalp electrodes. The right earlobe was actively
recorded as an additional reference channel. The EEG and
EOG were recorded continuously with a band-pass from
DC to 100 Hz at a1024 Hz sampling rate, and stored
along with the trigger codes. The EEG signal was filtered
using a digital band-pass filter (0.03–30 Hz), off line re-
referenced to both earlobe electrodes and then using an
average reference [83]. EEG segments with eye-blinks and
other artifacts were automatically rejected if i) the stand-
ard deviation of the EOG channels within a 200 ms slid-
ing window exceeds 40 μV and if ii) the standard
deviation of any scalp electrode exceeds 20 μV. Eye blinks
were then detected and corrected by subtracting from the
EEG the PCA-transformed EOG components for each
electrode, weighted according VEOG propagation factors
(computed via linear regression). Artifact-free EEG seg-
ments time-locked to stimuli onsets were averaged fromBMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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200 ms before and 500 ms after stimulus onset separately
according to stimulus category (face and house) and
according to the eight angles of rotation. Only trials with
correct responses were used for the averages. Averages
comprised between 27 and 60 trials with a mean of 50 tri-
als. Baselines were computed in the interval from 200 to
0 ms prior stimulus onset and subtracted before averag-
ing.
Amplitude and latency measures of the scalp ERPs, P1,
N170 and VPP components, were performed for each sub-
ject and for each angle of rotation of face and house
images at scalp sites where activity was maximally
recorded: P1 was measured between 80 and 140 ms bilat-
erally at occipital (O1/O2) and infero-temporal (PO7/
PO8) electrode sites, N170 between 140 and 200 ms bilat-
erally at infero-temporal (PO7/PO8) and occipito-tempo-
ral (P7/P8) electrode sites, and VPP between 140 and 200
ms at anterior midline electrode sites (FZ and FCz). The
time windows were chosen after visual inspection of each
data set to ensure that the peak of the component would
fall within that window for all subjects.
Topographical and Dipolar Source Analyses
In order to examine potential changes in the scalp distri-
bution of ERPs of interest (i.e., N170) as a function of
image plane rotation, we computed 3D scalp voltage
topography maps and corresponding scalp current density
(SCD) maps using BESA 5.1 software (MEGIS Software
GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany). SCD waveforms and maps,
expressed in μV/cm2, are obtained by computing second
spatial derivatives (the Laplacian) of the scalp field poten-
tials [66]. SCD distributions show the scalp foci where the
current either emerges (sources) from the brain into the
scalp or enters from the scalp into the brain (sinks) and
thus provide a more differentiated topographic picture
than scalp potential data. In addition, SCDs enhance the
contribution on the scalp of shallow cortical generators
compared to deeper sources [66]. For each subject and
image orientation, Laplacian waveforms were derived
from the surface spline-interpolated SCD data at each
recorded scalp location. A 130–220 ms time-window was
used to measure the maximum peak amplitude and
latency of sink and source patterns identified on SCD
maps for faces and houses. For faces we identified three
SCD foci taking the form of a bilateral occipito-temporal
current sink peaking over P7–P8 with a concurrent bilat-
eral temporal current source peaking over T7–T8, and a
positive current source over the midline parietal electrode
site (Pz). For houses, SCD maps enclosed bilateral nega-
tive sinks peaking over P5 and P6 scalp sites and a positive
current source over Pz.
We also investigated the sources of the electric N170
potentials recorded from the scalp. Source analysis of the
grand-averaged N170 elicited by faces at each image rota-
tion was performed using the multidipole model
approach [67] implemented in the brain electric source
analysis (BESA) software. A 20-ms time-window was
defined for source analysis on the basis of the global field
power (GFP) centered on the moment of N170 grand-
average peaks. Goodness-of-fit was estimated in terms of
residual variance (RV), i.e., the percentage of data that
could not be explained by the model. RV thus represents
a measure of the validity of the model solution. The valid-
ity of the source solution was also validated with the mul-
tiple source probe scan (MSPS) procedure as
implemented in BESA. In this procedure, the brain is
scanned with a regional probe source added to the current
dipole solution. MSPS calculates a value q by comparing
the P power of the probe source at r location in the
marked time interval P(r), with the mean probe source
power in the reference baseline interval P(ref). If the calcu-
lated MSPS images show maxima around the location of
the modeled brain sources, this would indicate that the
scalp recorded ERP data have been modeled adequately.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted on both behavioral
and electrophysiological data using a repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with appropriate Green-
house-Geisser corrections. The F value, the probability
level following correction (p), and the ε  value are
reported. Accuracy (% correct face and house categoriza-
tion responses) and reaction time (RT) data were analyzed
separately, with the factors being stimulus category (Face
vs. House) and orientation (8 rotations). Electrophysio-
logical measures including the peak amplitudes and laten-
cies of P1, N70 and VPP components, were submitted
separately to ANOVAs with stimulus category, rotation
and ERP components' corresponding measurement sites
as within-subject factors. Significant main effects and
interactions involving the experimental factors of either
stimulus category or Angles of rotation, or both, were sub-
mitted to additional F contrast tests. An alpha level of p ≤
.05 was required for statistical significance. Differences in
performance and in ERP responses as a function of rota-
tion were then characterized by performing trend analy-
ses, which are often used to evaluate the separate
contributions of linear and nonlinear components using
polynomial contrasts [84,85]. The aim of such a proce-
dure is to indicate the general form of relationships
between changes in the dependent variable to changes in
the ordered independent variable. The use of this proce-
dure here would help to pinpoint the trend of behavioral
and electrical brain activity changes over an ordered inde-
pendent variable, and to verify whether the effect of orien-
tation could best be represented by a linear function or
necessitates a higher-degree function (quadratic, cubic or
quartic). A linear trend is characterized by the absence ofBMC Neuroscience 2009, 10:100 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/10/100
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any inflexion point in the function (i.e. a straight line)
and would involve a theory in which there is a single proc-
ess changing at a constant rate. A quadratic trend is char-
acterized by the presence of a single inflexion point. The
quartic and cubic trends are more complex and are
described by the presence of two and three inflexion
points respectively.
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